President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdoğan paid a two-day visit to Kazakhstan between the dates 8-10 September 2017. President Erdoğan also participated in the Organisation for Islamic Cooperation Summit on Science and Technology that was held between the dates 9-10 September 2017 in Astana, Kazakhstan. The agenda of the two leaders is expected to cover both bilateral and regional issues such as current events taking place in Myanmar and countering the Gülenist Terror Group (FETÖ) activities and increasing the bilateral cooperation. Relations between Turkey and Kazakhstan have been developing rapidly in the last years. High-level visits, bilateral agreements and engagements within the regional formations have been improving ties between two countries.

There are two main drivers in the bilateral relations; firstly, in the last couple of years Kazakhstan has been more active in the international arena and is seeking support from international community. Secondly, Turkey, being aware of the changing global economic order and having direct connections with the sea and surrounding continents, positioned herself in the center of the Euro-Asia region with energy and transportation projects. Turkey always had brotherly ties with Turkic states, therefore, it sought for opportunities to strengthen ties with the Turkic states of Central Asia that won their independence after the breakup of the Soviet Union.

Besides cultural and historical ties, Kazakhstan is an important market with 18 million people and rich resources. Considering that Kazakhstan is geographically positioned between two powerful countries (China and Russia) and that there are legal disputes among littoral countries in the Caspian Sea basin, it is possible to say that President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev has been successful in terms of adopting balancing policies for his country and promoting stability in Central Asia. Kazakhstan is encouraging the projects aiming to establish a united Kazakh identity but also integrating herself with the international community, especially via increasing her visibility in front of the international community. Turkey has been supporting the efforts of Kazakhstan since the
latter won its independence. For instance, Turkey paid a special interest in EXPO 2017 and within the context of EXPO 2017 National Day of Turkey, which was held on 10th of August in Astana, high-level officials from Turkey together with representatives from business circles participated in the Kazakh-Turkish Business Forum.[2]

In a wider context, when we look at the Kazakhstan-Turkey relations, we can divide it into three fields; economy, political, and security.

**Political Relations**

In the 1990s, the changing environment in the post-Soviet region with the emergence of newly independent countries has challenged the adaptation capabilities of Turkey, since she was surrounded with a region going through major and rapid changes. In this new, blurry environment, Turkey was always supportive particularly towards Central Asian countries. Turkey was the first country to recognize the independence of the Central Asian countries after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Strong historical ties and the sense of brotherly relations have led to the process to build further relations, followed by a more institutionalized approach. Even though Turkey was presented as a model to newly independent countries in terms of an example country that accommodates religious and traditional values and promoting democracy at the same time, political characteristics and strategies of the Turkey’s policies on Central Asia in the 1990s was rather blurry. Yet politicians, scholars, intellectuals, and businesspeople visited new independent countries to draw a roadmap for the future.

The relations between Kazakhstan and Turkey have always been stable and have been established on solid grounds. The desire to establish a high-level forum to cover bilateral issues naturally emerged from such positive relations. In 2009, the Strategic Partnership Agreement was signed between the two countries during President Nazarbayev’s visit to Turkey. In 2012, High Level Strategic Cooperation Council was established upon President Erdoğan’s visit, then Prime Minister, to Kazakhstan. High level contacts and meetings have been conducted over the years. The upcoming High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council is expected to take place in Turkey in 2018.[3]

Moreover, Kazakhstan is currently the only country in Central Asia that hosts a Yunus Emre Institute, which is affiliated to the Yunus Emre Foundation in Turkey. Yunus Emre Foundation and the Yunus Emre Institutes aims to promote Turkish language and culture abroad. In addition, Kazakh-Turkish Akhmet Yassawi University based in Turkistan, Kazakhstan was established in 1991 right after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Today, there are approximately 13,000 students at the University pursuing education in various departments.

Besides good bilateral relations, Turkey and Kazakhstan have been supporting each other within international organizations and the international arena as well. When crisis occurred between Russia and Turkey following the downing of the Russian warplane in 2015, Kazakhstan initiated talks between the two actors at the highest level and moderated the mending of their relations. Kazakhstan’s support and determination paid off
as the possibility of a prolonged crisis between Russia and Turkey was eliminated, and the relations between the two countries have returned to their normal level. Kazakhstans efforts to focus on the solving the crisis in Syria and gathering relevant actors around the same table called Astana Process showed Kazakhstans intention to be involved in the regional problems in other parts of the world.

Turkey supported Kazakhstans non-permanent membership to the United Nations Security Council and Turkey supported Kazakhstans EXPO 2017 candidacy particularly in the countries in which Kazakhstan does not have representation such as the ones South America and Africa.[4]

**Economic Relations**

On 9th of September, during the President Erdoğans visit to Astana, investment agreements worth $590 million were signed between Kazakh and Turkish companies such as Calik Holding, Yildirim Holding, Yildizlar SSS Holding, Agrobest Group, and others.[5]

Since 2012, 18 investment projects worth $667.5 million were implemented by Turkish companies in Kazakhstan.[6]

The new business deals cover different areas. At the press conference held on 9th of September, President Nazarbayev stated that: "We have agreed to benefit from Turkey's knowledge and experience in the sectors of textiles, food, mining, industry, construction, electronics, agriculture, and tourism," and added that that the Inter-Governmental Economic Commission will work on the target.[7] Following the press conference, protocols and memoranda of understanding were signed, such as the Turkey-Kazakhstan Intergovernmental Joint Economic Commission 10th Term Meeting Protocol, the New Sinergy-Joint Economic Program, and the 2017-2020 Action Plan Protocol.[8]

According to the statement published by the Prime Ministry of Kazakhstan, trade turnover has been increasing in the last 6 months and there are more projects to come in the upcoming years: With the active participation of the Kazakh-Turkish Intergovernmental Commission on trade and economic cooperation (IGC), a new draft protocol of the joint economic program New Synergy has been agreed to date, which includes 26 joint investment projects worth about $1 billion.[9]

Economic relations between two countries have been through ups and downs in the last decade. The trade volume was around $1 billion in 2005, $4.5 billion in 2012, and $2 billion in 2016. Many argue that the reasons behind the decrease is not the outcome of a decrease in economic activities between two countries, but rather that both markets were affected by the global economic trends and the decrease in oil prices.

The leaders of both countries have set the target to achieve $10 billion bilateral trade volume as soon as possible. There are around 600 Turkish companies operating in Kazakhstan[10] and providing job opportunities to 15,000 people. According to Daily Sabah, Turkish businesspeople mainly focus on the food sector, the pharmaceutical and chemical industry, construction, hotel management and manufacturing[11] and the total
The amount of Turkish investments in the country is over $1.8 billion.[12] The amount of International Direct Investment from Kazakhstan to Turkey was around $681 million in 2015 and there are currently 482 Kazakh-capitalized companies in Turkey.[13] Anadolu Group is among the most active Turkish companies in Kazakhstan providing job opportunities to 2000 people, operating two beer factories and a Coca-Cola factory.[14]

At the Turkish-Kazakh Business forum which took place within the framework of EXPO 2017, DEİK/Turkey-Kazakhstan Business Council President Mert Sarı pointed out to the growing economic potential of Kazakhstan by stating; "Kazakhstan is one of the countries becoming prominent within the recent years in terms of its economic potential, social peace, political and economic stability, steps taken for settlement of market economy and corporate reforms made, constructive policies aiming for resolving regional and international disputes and other factors."[15]

Kazakhstan is member of Russia-led Eurasia Economic Union and has strong economic ties with Russia, and recently with China. As the Governor of South Kazakhstan region Zhanseit Tuimebayev stated at the Kazakhstan-Turkey Business and Investments forum which was held in February 2017 in Shymkent, as a member of the EEU, Kazakhstan provides Turkey to open up to a market of 200 million people[16].

Further steps to promote bilateral economic cooperation are expected to be taken in the short-term future. Nihat Zeybekci, the Minister of Economy of Turkey, proposed a visa-free regime for migrant workers between Kazakhstan and Turkey at the Kazakh-Turkish business forum, on 17th of August 2017.[17]

Kazakh and Turkish business people also focus on the regional projects in order to promote cooperation between two countries. For instance, in 2012, at the Kazakh-Turkish Business forum establishment of a joint industrial zone called Kazakh-Turkish industrial zone in the Ordabasy District of South Kazakhstan.[18] The total area of the zone is planned to be around 50 hectares, however, there is a possibility to expand the area to 250 hectares. [19] Turkish companies are expected to be more active in the upcoming years as there are negotiations and plans on the table of both sides.

Last but not least, Turkish Eximbank is among the components of Kazakh-Turkish economic relations. Turkey provides credits for Central Asian countries as well. According to the Turk Eximbank 2012 Annual Report, Kazakhstan has the second largest share among the countries that benefit from the contributions provided by Turk Eximbank.

Security and Military Relations

Kazakhstan and Turkey have developed ties in the security field as well. The bilateral Agreement on Cooperation in the field of military education was signed in 1993, Agreement on Cooperation in the field of military education, science and technology in 1994, and Agreement on Cooperation in the field of technology and defense industry in 1996. Turkey also provides technical assistance and trainings to Kazakh security and law enforcement forces via mainly Turkish state agencies related to security and Turkish
Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TİKA). Although, compared to other countries such as Israel and Russia, trade volume in the area of military is relatively low between Kazakhstan and Turkey.

The cooperation among private and semi-private companies is also developing. In May 2017, Tarık Ziya Kaboglu, CEO at Kazakhstan Aselsan Engineering in Kazakhstan co-established by Kazakhstan and Turkey in 2011[20], stated that the factory is now operational in Kazakhstan. The total amount of the investment made in the factory is around $44 million, half of it covered by Kazakh government and the other half is covered by Turkish government.[21] According to Kaboglu, the company submitted a tender to Turkey together with helicopter maintenance factory in Kazakhstan to provide maintenance services for gendarmerie helicopters and the company is planning to sign the contract this year.[22]

In addition, in an interview conducted on 17 August 2017 Vladimir Bobrov, former deputy of the Senate of Kazakhstans Parliament and currently independent director of JSC National Company Kazakhstan Engineering (governed by the countrys Ministry of Defence and Aerospace Industry) stated that: Kazakhstan Aselsan Engineering LLP that specializes in the manufacture of night vision devices, electronic cards and optical lenses, made the first deliveries of thermal imaging sights, which are applied at night and daytime in all weather conditions, to Turkey.[23] Such developments in the field of military cooperation in fact might offer further opportunities and a new area to focus for both countries in the future.

Kazakhstan and Turkey engage in multi-lateral formats as well. Turkey, among other countries, hosts a Partnership for Peace Training Center (PfP) under NATO.[24] Also, Turkey contributes in the NATO-led military exercise called Steppe Eagle which has been taking place in Kazakhstan since 2003.[25] The exercise was first being conducted as a United States, United Kingdom, and Kazakhstan effort following the September 11 terrorist attacks against the United States. However, since 2006, the exercises are taking place under NATO umbrella with contribution of many NATO partner and NATO member countries. Although Kazakhstan is a member of Russia-led Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), Kazakh military forces participate in the NATO exercises as a PfP country.

Kazakhstan is among the countries that were sensitive about the recent domestic challenges Turkey has been facing in the last years. Therefore, the fight against FETÖ was on the agenda of the both parts and President Erdoğan thanked President Nazarbayev for his support in Turkeys fight against FETÖ, referring to him as Aksakal.[26] President Erdoğan stated that: "Fighting against FETÖ is not only to strengthen our country, but we also want to strengthen the political positions of our brotherly Turk(ic) states[26] I would like to thank once again the President of Kazakhstan for the support he offered us in fighting this organization."[27] He also added that both countries will strengthen cooperation in the fight against other terrorist organizations such as DEASH (ISIS) and Al-Qaida.[28]

Cooperation Within Regional Organizations and Initiatives
Currently, Kazakhstan and Turkey, along with Azerbaijan and Kyrgyzstan, are members of regional organizations that promote the idea of creating a unity through historical, linguistic, and ideological ties such as International Organization of Turkic Culture (TURKSOY, established in 1993), the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-Speaking Countries (TURKPA, established in 2008), the Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation, and the Turkic Business Council.

Kazakhstan is a member of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) since the establishment of the institution and Turkey has been a dialogue partner since 2012 upon her application. However, even though Turkey is not member of SCO, for the first time in SCOs history, she holds the 2017 Presidency of the Energy Club of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).

Other two important regional institutions in which Kazakhstan and Turkey cooperate are the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA) that was established with Kazakhstans efforts and Turkeys support, and the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) that was established in 1985 with joint efforts of Turkey, Iran and Pakistan. Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, Turkey encouraged and supported the ECO membership of newly independent Central Asian countries and Azerbaijan to promote regional cooperation especially in the fields of energy and transportation.

In that sense, the China-led One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative offers an opportunity to Central Asia to connect with the European markets via Turkey through Chinas east-west corridors. Being aware of the situation, President Nazarbayev stated that Turkey has a highly developed infrastructure, which makes it an important transit country, calling for further cooperation to unleash the transportation potential of both countries as they are strategically located in the area of the One Belt One Road (OBOR) project launched by Chinese President Xi Jinping.[29]

Central or Middle Corridor that passes through Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey is important in terms of diversifying trade routes for China and connecting Central Asian countries with Turkey and Europe. The corridor is supposed to pass multiple borders. However, the process to harmonize the customs and tariffs to reduce the paperwork has already started. Baku-Tbilisi-Kars (BTK) railway is the most important pillar of Central Corridor and it is expected to be operational in 2017. Aktau Port will be connected to BTK line via ferries passing over Caspian Sea.

In conclusion, considering the current developments, high level contacts and motivations of the leaders to increase the trade volume, the increasing trend in Kazakhstan-Turkey relations is promising. However, the lack of transportation infrastructure and direct connection are among the challenges and obstacles to certain extent.
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Turkey And Kazakhstan Open Doors To New Investment Opportunities.

Cumhurbaşkanı Erdoğan, Kazakhstan'a Yapacağı Ziyareti Değerlendirdi.


Turkish holdings are intended to invest $590 million in Kazakhstan.

Shareholders are as follows; 50% National Company "Kazakhstan Engineering", 49% ASELSAN and 1% T.R. MSB Undersecretariat for Defense Industries


Kazakhstan'ın Aselsan'ı Türkiye'de helikopter bakımı yapacak.

For further information, please visit the official website of the Partnership for Peace Center in Ankara: http://www.bioem.tsk.tr/


"Aksakal is an affectionate term for referring to Nazarbayev, due to the wisdom he has demonstrated throughout the years while serving as a statesman.
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